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Abstract. - Previous attempts to model the joint action of selection and mutation in finite populations have treated population size as being independent of the mutation load. However, the
accumulation of deleterious mutations is expected to cause a gradual reduction in population size.
Consequently, in small populations random genetic drift will progressively overpower selection
making it easier to fix future mutations. This synergistic interaction, which we refer to as a mutational melt-down, ultimately leads to population extinction. For many conditions, the coefficient
of variation of extinction time is less than 0.1, and for species that reproduce by binary fission,
the expected extinction time is quite insensitive to population carrying capacity. These results are
consistent with observations that many cultures of ciliated protozoans and vertebrate fibroblasts
have characteristic extinction times. The model also predicts that c10nallineages are unlikely to
survive more than 104 to 10' generations, which is consistent with existing data on parthenogenetic
animals. Contrary to the usual view that Muller's ratchet does more damage when selection is
weak, we show that the mean extinction time declines as mutations become more deleterious.
Although very small sexual populations, such as self-fertilized lines, are subject to mutational meltdowns, recombination effectively eliminates the process when the effective population size exceeds
a dozen or so. The concept ofthe effective mutation load is developed, and several procedures for
estimating it are described. It is shown that this load can be reduced substantially when mutational
effects are highly variable.
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All populations are doomed to eventual
extinction. The reasons include temporal
variation in the environment, demographic
stochasticity (random variation in survivorship, birth rate, and sex ratio), and genetic problems such as inbreeding depression, the loss of adaptive variation by
random drift, and recurrent deleterious mutations (Soule, 1987; Lande, 1988). This paper is concemed exclusively with the latter
problem. Deleterious mutations impose a
load on populations through the reduction
in the mean survivorship and/or reproductive rates of individuals (Haldane, 1937;
Muller, 1950; Wallace, 1987). IDtimately,
this load should be manifested in a higher
likelihood of population extinction.
It has long been known that in effectively
infinite populations an equilibrium mutation load exists that is independent of the
mutational effect (Haldane, 1937; Muller,
1950; Hopfet al., 1988). Depending on the
degree of dominance, the reduction in mean
fitness per locus is between once and twice
the gametic mutation rate. Nei (1968) obtained the same result for recessive lethals

in small populations. On the other hand,
Kimura et al. (1963) argued that the load
due to mildly deleterious mutations is inversely proportional to population size, approaching the selection coefficient in the absence of back-mutation.
These results for sexual populations in
drift-mutation-selection balance may be
contrasted with Muller's (1964) idea that a
mutational ratchet operates in asexual populations, continually driving them to lower
and lower fitness. The idea here is that, in
the absence of sex, no genotype can ever
produce an offspring with fewer mutations
than its own load. In a finite population,
there is always a possibility that the class of
individuals with the lowest mutationalload
will not leave any offspring. Each time this
happens, the ratchet clicks. Random fixation of deleterious alleles also occurs in sexual populations, but the ratchet can be
slowed considerably since parents can produce offspring with reduced mutation loads
(Felsenstein, 1974; Maynard Smith, 1978;
Heller and Maynard Smith, 1979; Pamilo
etal., 1987; Bell, 1988; Kondrashov, 1988).
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Little formal work has been done in this random mating and free recombination. The
area, and verbal arguments are frequently schedule of events in the life cyc1e is mumade that recombination essentially silenc- tation --+ differential survival --+ reproduces the ratchet (e.g., the majority of papers tion. In all simulations, the initial populain Michod and Levin, 1988).
tion was assumed to be completely free of
A peculiar feature of all of the existing deleterious genes. Survivorship to maturity
models ofthe mutation load is that, despite was assumed to be perfect for mutation-free
their deleterious nature, the mutations have genotypes, i.e., there are no environmental
no influence on the demographic features of sources of mortality. Since neither condithe populations th.at harbor them. Selection tion is expected to be met in nature, our
acts on the relative contributions of indi- estimates of population longevity can be
viduals to the next generation, but popu- viewed as upper limits.
lation-level fertility is assumed to be effecThe mutation rate per individual (ßL) is
tively infinite. The number of reproducing assumed to be Poisson distributed, and all
adults is fixed, and the population is re- new mutations are assumed to arise at
stored to its carrying capacity each gener- unique loci. Initially, we assume that backmutations are of negligible importance, but
ation. There is no population extinction.
Our purpose is to evaluate the degree to we will relax this restriction later in the pawhich deleterious mutations influence the per. The mutations act additively within loci,
persistence times of small populations. As- but the locus-specific fitnesses act indepensuming that the mutation load influences dently. An individual'~ probability of surviability prior to reproduction, and em- vival is therefore W = II:'-l(1 - Si) where
ploying empirical estimates ofthe rates and the Si are the selection coefficients at the n
effects of such mutations, we show that only loci. Our treatment ignores the c1ass of leextremely large asexual lineages are likely thal recessive mutations, again causing our
to survive for more than 104_10 5 genera- estimates of population longevity to be on
tions, unless back-mutations are much more the liberal side. However, the influence of
common than currently believed. For sex- recessive lethals on the process we are
ual organisms, the viability load is a signif- studying is expected to be small. At least in
icant source of extinction only in very small the case of Drosophila, the mutation rate to
populations.
recessive lethals is approximately 30 times
Muller's ratchet causes a sort of muta- less than that to mild1y deleterious alleles
tional melt-down. As the mutation load (Crow and Simmons, 1983), and the likebuilds up, there is a gradual reduction in lihood offixation ofa recessive lethal is very
population size. This increases the relative small even in tiny populations.
importance of random drift as an evoluA simple form of population regulation
tionary force, which enhances the chances is assumed throughout. Each surviving inof fixation of future deleterious mutations, dividual has the capacity to be a mother to
ultimately leading to extinction. There can an average of R offspring. However, the enbe no equilibrium mutation load or popu- vironment can support the production of
lation size unless the time to extinction is only K zygotes. Thus the population size in
great enough to allow a substantial likeli- the next generation is N' = RN if RN < K,
hood of back-mutation.
otherwise N' = K, where N is the number
of survivors in the preceding generation. The
THEMoDEL
survivorship of each individual is evaluated
The extinction process that we are con- by drawing a uniformly distributed random
cemed with is not easily solved analytically variable in the range of 0 to + 1 and comsince it involves a double-diffusion process paring it to the individual's probability of
for individual fitness and population size. survival. Zygotes (asexuality) or gametes
Therefore, we have relied heavily on com- (sexuality) are randomly drawn from the
puter simulation. The populations under pool of survivors. Population extinction reconsideration are assumed to be diploid and quires mortality of all N' individuals. By
either asexual (ameiotic) or monoecious with iterating the above process over many rep-
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licate populations with fixed JL, s, R, and K, of JL and S that ought to be explored. At the
information is obtained on the theoretical onset, we note that the only sexual species
distributions of extinction times.
for which data are available is Drosophila
This idealized model can also be used to melanogaster. Mutation accumulation exestimate the mutation load in experimental periments with this species have been nupopulations. Suppose a set of replicates with merous and often quite large. The data,
identical Rand K is followed until extinc- which have already been reviewed extention. One can then inquire as to the com- sively by Crow and Simmons (1983), inbination of JL and S that best explains the dicate that JL "" 0.6 and S "" 0.025, ignoring
observed distribution of extinction times. lethals. In other words, an average gamete
To accommodate nongenetic sources of incurs approximately 0.3 new mutations/
mortality, the expression for individual sur- generation, and each of these causes an apvivorship can be multiplied by a constant proximately 2.5% reduction in viability (5%
Wo < 1, which can also be estimated from in the homozygous state).
the retrospective analysis.
We now review several studies that were
It seems likely that aspects of empirical not designed explicitly for the estimation of
populations will deviate from the assump- the mutation load but nevertheless provide
tions of the model. The mutational effect is data that allow such an analysis.
likely to be variable rather than constant,
Ciliates
locus-specific fitnesses may not interact
multiplicatively, mutations may vary in
The ciliated protozoa are well-known for
their degree of dominance, and some mu- the finite life-span of clones maintained in
tations may be beneficial. However, there culture without recombination (reviews in
are currently no empirical methods to eval- Sonneborn, 1954, 1957; ~anney, 1974;
uate the magnitude of these problems, and Smith-Sonneborn, 1981). The literature is
for mutations with small effects, it is un- full of references associating particular spelikely that this will change in the near future. cies (strains) with characteristic numbers of
We therefore refer to the product JLS esti- cell fissions/clonal life span, usually in the
mated by this sort of analysis as the effective range of150-1,500 and with lowintrastrain
mutation load. In other words, the effective variance. Although a few clonal lineages
mutation load is the JLS of an ideal set of have been described as immortal, tbis seems
populations that yields extinction proper- to be an exaggeration. ~uclear transplanties most compatible with the observed tation experiments indicate that clonal de(possibly nonideal) set. In spirit, this ap- terioration is caused by nuclear rather than
proach is similar to the use of measures of cytoplasmic factors (Aufderheide, 1984,
effective population size and effective num- 1987).
bers of alleles and loci in population genetCiliates have a unique form of genetic
ics (Crow and Kimura, 1970). The quantity organization. Most species contain a macJLS can be thought of as the proportional
ronucleus and a micronucleus. The microreduction in fitness due to deleterious mu- nucleus replicates by mitosis during clonal
tations appearing in the preceding genera- propagation, but otherwise remains inaction. We will show below that for the small tive. It undergoes meiosis during conjugaK (:::; 5) that are ideal for estimating the mu- tion (out-crossing) and autogamy (self-fertation load in laboratory experiments, the tilization), and following daughter-cell
time to extinction depends only on the formation divides by mitosis, one product
product JLS.
remaining as a micronucleus and another
becoming the macronucleus. The macroEMPIRICAL ESTIMATES OF THE
nucleus then undergoes rounds of replicaMUTATION LoAD
tion until its D~A content is hundreds of
Before embarking on a fuller analysis of times that of the micronucleus. It remains
the mutational melt-down, we first derive transcriptionally active throughout the pesome estimates ofthe effective mutation load riod of clonal propagation. The mechanism
in order to put some bounds on the values of macronuclear division is poorly under-
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FIG. 1. The &action of reproductive cells in subclones (K = 3) of Paramecium caudatum, extracted
from a stock culture. The line is the least-squares regression constrained to pass through (0, 1). The data
are from Takagi and Yoshida (1980).

stood but is more along the lines of fragmentation than mitosis.
There are two ways to look at mutation
accumulation in ciliates. First, from the
standpoint of expressed fitness, the only relevant genetic deterioration during clonal
propagation is that in the macronucleus.
Such deterioration may include ordinary errors of replication, but due to the amitotic
nature of macronuclear propagation, it can
also include such extreme events as chromosome loss. Indeed, Kimura (1957) produced a stochastic model of chromosome
loss that yields extinction dynamics that are
reasonably consistent with the existing data.
Second, the consequences of micronuclear mutations become apparent only after
a phase of sex. Thus the ciliates provide an
ideal system for studying the mutational input of genetic load. Potentially deleterious
mutations accumulate in the micronucleus
in a neutral fashion between bouts of sexual
reproduction.
Data from Takagi and Yoshida (1980) allow two estimates ofthe macronuclear mutation load for a clone (M18a) of Paramecium caudatum. Prior to analysis, the
animals were maintained in a stock culture,
and the data bear out the assumption that
the population size was adequate for selec-

tion to keep the mutation load at a low level.
Starting at fission number 240, 10 subclones
were isolated from the mass culture, and
each of these was subsequently maintained
as three sublines with single-cell descent and
with nondividing sublines being replaced by
members of sister sublines whenever possible. With such small line sizes, selection
will be ineffective against all but very deleterious mutations. Thus mean fitness (celldivision potential) at division t may be approximated by Wr = (I - s)l'I, which reduces
to Wr ~ I - JLst for small JLSt. The mutation
load (p,s) can then be estimated by regression of the fraction of dividing cells on the
number of cell divisions, under the constraint that the y-intercept is equal to I. The
least-squares estimator of the slope of such
a regression is -JLS = ~ t[Wr - I]/~ t 2 •
Using the data in the authors' Figure 4, we
obtain JLS = 0.00090 (Fig. I). Since there
was some opportunity for selection to act
among sublines (within subclones), this estimate ofthe mutation load is downwardly
biased. The linear reduction of cell-division
potential with time does not appear to be
consistent with the notion among some authors that Paramecia have programmed cell
death.
For this study, there is an alternative, less
biased way to estimate the mutation load.
For subclones maintained as K = I, 3, 6,
and 15 sublines, Takagiand Yoshida(1980)
recorded average life-spans of 142,238, 303,
and 386 cell divisions. It will be shown below that for such small K, mean extinction
time depends primarilyon the product JLS.
Employing the model described above, the
four observed extinction times are found to
be consistent with JLS = 0.00 I 7, 0.00096,
0.0016, and 0.0017, the average ofwhich is
0.0014.
Smith-Sonneborn (1979) maintained
replicate lines of single cells of Paramecium
tetraurelia, passing single offspring on at each
fission and recording the time to extinction.
For lineages that had already survived 40,
80, and 140 initial fissions, the total mean
life-span was 114, 143, and 153 cell divisions. Taking this into account, and using
our model with K = R = I, these extinction
times are consistent with JLS = 0.00013,
0.00012, and 0.00026, which yields an average of 0.00017. From survivorship data
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given in Smith-Sonnebom (1979, Figs. 1,2,
and 4), it is also possible to compute the
mean probability of survival through each
fission. Regression ofthese estimates on the
number of past cell divisions yields a slope
of -0.00031. Averaging these two estimates of the mutation load, we obtain JLS ""
0.00024.
Simon and Nanney (1979) provide data
that allow estimation of the mutation load
occurring in the micronucleus. They started
with aseries of inbred isolates of Tetrahymena thermophila and maintained them
asexually in culture for over 10 years, while
periodically subjecting them to a mating test.
There was a substantial temporal decline in
the viability of sexually produced progeny.
The least-squares regression ofthis measure
of fitness on years of clonal propagation,
~ t ln(Wt)l~ t 2 under the constraint that
Wo = 1, yields an estimate of ln[(1 - s)"]
"" -0.056, which implies an annual JLS ""
0.056 (data for 9 clones in the authors' Table V, ignoring one outlier). To put this estimate of the annual mutation load for the
micronucleus on a generational basis, we
need to know the mean fission rate. This
information is not available, but Nanney
(pers. comm.) reasons that it was on the
order of 50/month. Taking this into consideration, an estimate of JLS "" 0.000093 is
obtained.

Fibroblast Cultures
As in the case of ciliates, laboratory cultures offibroblasts are characterized by predictable life-spans. Many cell biologists regard the eventual loss of cell-division
potential to be an adaptive, terminal phase
of the developmental process, and there is
indeed a correlation between in vitro fibroblast longevity and average life-span of the
donor species (Hayfiick, 1984). However, it
is an open question as to whether developmental regulation in vitro is at all similar
to that in vivo. We show below that as with
ciliates, the loss of cell-division potential in
culture is not synchronous, which seems
contrary to expectations under tight deve1opmental control. There is, however, a
gradual accumulation of chromosomal abnormality and loss of DNA repair capacity
and fidelity with culture age (Stanulis-Prae-
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ger, 1987). We now consider the magnitude
ofthe mutation load required to account for
the observed properties of cultured fibroblasts, without prejudice as to their adaptive
andlor deve10pmental significance.
We first consider a study performed by
Smith and Pereira-Smith (1977) on human
fibroblast cultures. Periodically, they extracted single cells from mass cultures, allowed them to grow for a short period of
time, and recorded the number of cell divisions. Letting W t be the expected probability of division for a cell extracted from
the mass culture at population doubling t
(the usual time reference in cell-culture
studies), the probability of at least x divisions Px(t) will be proportional to W/. (This
ignores the reduction of cell-division potential that is expected to occur throughout an
assay, but the bias involved is not serious
so long as the assay duration is short relative
to the age of the mass culture, which is the
case in the following analyses.) The cumulative probability distribution of cell divisions at time t allows an estimation of W t •
Fixing the expected probability of at least
zero cell divisions at one, the least-squares
estimate ofln(Wt ) is approximated by ~ x
ln[PX<t)]/~ x 2 • This approach yields good
fits to the data obtained at four successive
sampies ofthe mass culture (Fig. 2). Clearly,
there is a progressive decline in cell-division
potential. Moreover, regression of W t on t
reveals an essentially linear decline in celldivision potential throughout the period of
study (Fig. 3), consistent with expectations
for small JLst. The minimum mutation load,
JLS estimated by the slope ofthis regression,
is 0.0041 (r 2 = 0.59).
Application ofthe above procedure to data
on hamster (Raes and Remacle, 1983) and
chicken (Angello and Prothero, 1985) fibroblasts yields qualitative1y similar results, but
somewhat higher mutation loads, 0.0055 (r 2
= 0.78) and 0.012 (r 2 = 0.47), respectively
(Fig. 3). The intercept is significantly be10w
Wo = 1 in the case ofthe hamster, suggesting
a problem with culture conditions independent of culture age.
The data on the mouse (Karatza and Shall,
1984) in Figure 3 are derived from the same
type of experiment discussed above. In this
case, however, the fraction of nondividing
cells was recorded as a function of popu-
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FIG. 2. The proportion of single-cell isolates dividing at least x times at different levels of population
doublings (t). The data are for human fibroblasts in
culture (Smith and Pereira-Smith, 1977). The straight
lines are least-squares regressions.

lation doublings. One minus this quantity
was taken to be an estimate of W t • Again,
it can be seen that cell-division potential
declines linearly with the number of cell divisions, the mutationalload estimate being
0.020 (r 2 = 0.70).
In summary, we find that the minimum
mutation load for fibroblasts reproducing
by mitosis ranges from 0.004 to 0.02 per
cell division. The mean, 0.01, is substantially higher than the mean for protozoans
reproducing by mitosis (0.005), but somewhat less than that for the Drosophila germ
line (0.015/generation). It is likely that the
dominant mutational mechanisms vary
substantially between these three groups.
Care should be taken in extrapolating the
fibroblast data to the situation in vivo. On
the one hand, culture conditions may be
highly mutagenic relative to the natural experience ofthe cells. But on the other hand,
many loci with essential functions in natural
tissues may be dispensible in in vitro cultures.
RNA Virus
It has long been known that viral populations accumulate mutations rapidly when
cultured by undiluted passage but maintain
a high level of infectiousness when cultured
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FIG. 3. Least-squares regressions of cell-division
potential on population doubling for fibroblast cu!tures, W, = 1 - jlSt. The y-intercepts were constrained
to pass through (1, 0), except in the case ofthe hamster.
Sources of data: human (Smith and Pereira-Smith,
1977), hamster (Raes and Remac1e, 1973), chicken
(Angelo and Prothero, 1985), and mouse (Karatza and
Shall, 1984).

by dilute passage. Serial transfer ofthe viral
population of a dilute level results in a small
number of viral particles infecting each host
cello Undiluted passage results in a high
multiplicity of infection. In the early stages
of undiluted passage, mutations that reduce
the infectivity ofindividual viruses tend to
be nearly neutral-cell invasion is not impeded so long as another member of the
coinfecting group is infective. Moreover,
when the size of coinfecting groups is large,
the variance in fitness among groups will be
low, and this further reduces the ability of
selection to eliminate deleterious mutations. Selection is minimal within groups
since all inhabitants of a host cell share the
same gene products for replication. Thus,
the temporal reduction in individual infectivity under undiluted passage provides an
estimate of the mutational load since the
inability to infect can be equated to mortality under the conditions ofdilute passage.
Data on influenza virus suggest an extraordinarily high mutation load in this organism. Von Magnus (1954, Fig. 1) presents
data on the concentration of infectious partic1es at the beginning offour undiluted passages of PR8 virus in allantoic fluids of the
chick embryo. Hemagglutinin assays performed at the same time provide estimates
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oftotal viral concentration (hemagglutinat13f 1.0
6
ing units x 10 ). The ratio of these two
.n
CD
u
measures yields an estimate of the propor0.1
tion of viruses capable of independent in0
a.
fection. Figure 4 shows that there is an ap~
proximately exponential dec1ine in mean
:>
<F>
0.01
fitness with the number of population dou:::J
0
blings (generation number). [Chao (1988)
~
2c:
suggested that the reduction in infectivity
0.001
accelerates with t and that this indicates a
c
0
synergistic interaction between successive
Ci
mutations. However, with only one degree
0.
~ 0.0001
of freedom, the curvilinear regression can12
4
0
8
not be regarded as significant.] The slope of
Population Doublings, t
the least-squares linear regression, -0.59,
FIG. 4. Least-squares regression of infectivity on
provides an estimate of ln[(l - s)"]. This
population doublings for influenza virus maintained
implies that JLS is on the order of 0.5. Such by undiluted passage. The data are from von Magnus
a high rate is not totally unexpected since (1954).
RNA viruses such as influenza are known
to have an extremely high mutation rate due tations/individual through time (0.45 muto the absence of repair mechanisms (see tations/generation). Due to the high mutaNei, 1983 for review) and possibly to the tion pressure and the small population size,
selection impedes the mutation accumulaproperties of RNA polymerase.
tion process only by about 25%, and the
TIME TO EXTINCTION UNDER
variance ofthe mutationalload among repRECURRENT DELETERIOUS MUTATION
licate populations is quite low. This causes
Taking the preceding empirical estimates an exponential dec1ine in the average surof the mutation load as a guide to the pos- vivorship of individuals. As mean individsible parameter space of JL and s, we now ual survival drops below 0.25, extinctions
consider in some detail the consequences of begin to occur, with virtually all populations
unconditionally deleterious mutations for being extinguished in the following 150 genpopulation longevity. Acknowledging that erations. The coefficient of variation of the
times to extinction in this simulation is 0.13,
JLS may be as high as 0.5 in some RNA
viruses, we will limit our attention to the which is surprisingly small for an inherently
extremes of JLS = 0.02 to 0.0002, which seems stochastic process.
Figure 6 outlines the relationship of exto be the approximate situation for eucaryotes. Since there are situations where the pected extinction time of JL, s, and K for the
dynamics of extinction depend not just on extreme situations ofhigh (R = K) and low
the product JLS, we will assurne that the ap- (R = 2) fecundity. In the former case, a sinproximate range of JL is 0.3 to 1.2 new mu- gle surviving individual is sufficient to bring
tations per zygote, which is halfto twice the the population back up to the carrying caestimate for Drosophila. We again empha- pacity in the following generation. Several
size that because of our assumption of zero conc1usions can be drawn from the simupre-reproductive mortality in the absence lation results. First, it appears rather unofnew mutations, our projected mean times likely that c10nallineages with K < 104 or
to extinction (4,) are upper limits. Initially, so will survive much more than 104 genwe will confine our attention to asexual pop- erations. This result is qualitatively consistent with a large body of molecular data that
ulations.
The process of mutational melt-down is suggests that most obligately parthenogeillustrated for a set of small (K = 32), high netic animals are phylogenetically young
fecundity (R ~ 32) asexual populations in (Bell, 1982; Lynch, 1984).
Second, for fixed JLS, the time to extinction
Figure 5. With the Drosophila parameters JL
= 0.6 and S = 0.025, there is an essentially decreases as the mutation rate increases.
linear increase in the mean number of mu- However, the effect is not very large pro~
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vided K < 1/~s. It is interesting that for
fixed ~ the expected extinction time dedines
as the selection coefficient increases. This is
in contrast to the usual view that Muller's
ratchet does more damage when s is small
(Maynard Smith, 1978; Bell, 1988; Kondrashov, 1988). The ratchet does dick less
frequently as s increases, but this is more
than compensated for by the greater reduction in survivorship per dick.
Third, for R = 2 and a low mutation load
(~s) andlor high mutation pressure (~), there
is a broad range of K over which the expected extinction time increases slowly. This
is qualitatively consistent with the observation that asexual protozoan and tissue
cultures have characteristic extinction times.
The results are also quantitatively consistent with the fact that the longevity of such
cultures rare1y ever exceeds a few thousand
cell divisions.
Back-mutations may rescue extremely
large populations, such as bacteria, from the
me1t-down process that we are modeling.
Roughly speaking, this would require that
back-mutations have a high likelihood of
occurring prior to the expected extinction
time in their absence, i.e., KtE > 11~* where
~* is the back-mutation rate. With a low
mutation load (~s = 0.0002) and R = 2, tE
asymptotes at approximate1y 4 x 103 , so
for a population size of 10 8 the critical back-

mutation rate would be 2.5 x 10- 12 , which
is quite conceivable.
If the mutation pressure is high and the
intensity of se1ection is low relative to the
magnitude of random genetic drift, the distribution of extinction times can be modw
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eled in an essentially deterministic fashion.
Under these conditions, the expected number of mutations per individual at time t is
approximately p,t, so the mean probability
ofindividual survival is W, ~ (1 - s)"'. The
expected population size at the beginning of
generation t is Nt ~ RNt- 1W,-l :;:; K, and
the probability of a population extinction
occurring in generation t is 1 - Pt ~ (1 Wtt". The fraction ofreplicate populations
surviving to generation x is Ix ~ II:::~/ Pt.
Iteration of these expressions until/x = 0.5
gives the median longevity of populations.
Figure 6 illustrates that these projections are
very c10se to the mean extinction times obtained by direct simulation provided K <
p,/s.

'"

The coefficient of variation of extinction
times is generally quite low except at very
small (K < 10) population sizes (Fig. 7).
When the mutation load is weak, CV(tE ) <
0.1 for the entire range of p, and R provided
K > 30. CV(tE ) is higher when the load is
high, but stilliess than 0.2 provided K >
100 so long as the genomic mutation rate
is high. These results are again broadly compatible with the characteristic life-spans often associated with laboratory cultures of
protozoans and fibroblasts.
For the most part, our results bear out the
common notion that Muller's ratchet is
ineffective in sexual populations. For "single-seed-descent" situations (R = K = 1),
self-fertilization extends the longevity of
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lineages by 10-20% relative to asexuality
(Fig. 8). A full-sib mated lineage has an expected survival time three to six times that
of a clonal lineage with K = 2. With high
fecundity, sex extends the mean extinction
time by an order ofmagnitude at K = 4 and
by two orders ofmagnitude at K = 8. Simulations beyond K = 8 are enormously timeconsuming due to the exponential increase
in tE with K in sexual populations.
COMPENSATORY MUTATION

In the preceding analyses, it has been assumed that all mutations are unconditionally deleterious with constant effect s. In reality, however, there will be some variance
for mutational effects, and some mutations
may be beneficial. If we assume that the
average reduction in fitness per mutation (s)

is independent of the genetic background,
variance in s suggests the possibility that the
reduction in fitness caused by a mutation at
one locus may be compensated by a beneficial mutation at another locus. The effective mutation load is reduced with variable
mutation effects because mutations that are
much more deleterious than average are
rapidly eliminated while those that are
mildly favorable can go to fixation.
In the appendix we outline a simple model that allows for compensatory mutation
while ensuring that the effects of mutations
are deleterious on average. The main features of this model are (1) the mean and
variance of mutational effects on fitness are
independent of the genetic background, and
(2) the mutational process cannot produce
a genotype that is better than the initial optimum [if W is an individual's current fitness, this constrains the range ofmutational
effects to be 1 - (lIW) :5 s :5 1] so that
offspring fitness is always in the range (0, 1).
Variance in mutational effects enhances
the longevity of asexual lineages (Fig. 9).
The magnitude of this enhancement increases at a more than exponential rate with
K and is quite pronounced even at relatively
small population sizes provided the coefficient of variation of s is greater than 0.5.
On the other hand, ifthe coefficient ofvariation of s is less than 0.1, the effect is negligible until moderately large Kare reached.
Not surprisingly, variance in mutational effects also inflates the variance in extinction
times (Fig. 9).
DISCUSSION

Although there have been many previous
attempts to evaluate the joint effects of selection and mutation in finite populations,
all of these studies have effectively decoupled the dynamics of gene frequency change
and population size by treating the latter as
a constant. With this approach, it is possible
to obtain expressions for the equilibrium
genetic load, the steady-state rate of accumulation of mutations, etc. However, we
have shown that when small populations
(especially asexual ones) incur deleterious
viability mutations, the mutation load does
not attain an equilibrium. As mutations accumulate, the number of reproducing adults
declines. This causes a temporal increase in
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the relative importance of random genetic
drift, which increases the likelihood of fixing future deleterious mutations. The eventual result of this synergistic interaction is
population extinction. Although we have
focused on viability mutations, we see no
reason why the results should not extend to
mutations affecting progeny production.
Escape from the mutational melt-down
requires an appreciable incidence of backmutation or a reliable repair mechanism. In
sexual organisms, segregation and recombination provide an efficient means of eliminating deleterious mutations since parents
can always produce progeny with elevated
fitness. Nevertheless, mutational meltdowns can occur in very tiny sexual populations. They are inevitable in obligately selffertilizing lineages, which indicates that
obligate self-fertilization is not a stable evolutionary strategy. Such a view is consistent
with the existing data on plant mating systems (Schemske and Lande, 1985). Although some deleterious mutations can become fixed by chance in larger sexual
populations, the prolongation ofpopulation
life-span accomplished by segregation and
recombination will gready increase the opportunity for back-mutation, thereby providing a secondary means of maintaining
the mutation load at a low level.
For obligately asexual species, avoidance
of a mutational melt-down requires some
form of back-mutation. The conventional
view is that the rate of back-mutation to a
normal allele is at least two orders of magnitude less than the forward rate of mutation to deleterious alleles (Maynard Smith,
1978). Under these conditions, locus-specific back-mutation can do litde to stop the
operation of Muller's ratchet, except in
enormous populations. However, compensatory mutations of other loci influencing
the same or different trait may lead to a
substantial amount of effective back-mutation for fitness (Gabriel and Wagner,
1988). This is because selection sorts individuals on the basis ofthe composite properties of the entire phenotype regardless of
the genotypie states at individualloci (Lynch
and Gabriel, 1983). Consider, for example,
a trait such as body size under stabilizing
selection. An upward mutation that causes
a deleterious increase in size can be bal-
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anced by a downward mutation at any locus
affecting size or by a mutation that influences another character in some way that
compensates for abnormally large size.
Taking this approach, we have shown that
the mean extinction time can be increased
dramatically when the effects of mutations
are highly variable relative to their expectations. Thus variance in mutation effects
acts as a sort of repair mechanism. It would
be very interesting to know whether such a
simple mechanism might be responsible for
the abnormally high longevities of cultures
of human HeLa cells and amicronuc1eate
Tetrahymena, both of which are often described as immortal.
An inherent problem with mutations of
small effects is that they are exceedingly difficult to study on an individual basis. Except
for the results from severallarge mutation
accumulation experiments involving Drosophila melanogaster chromosomes (Mukai, 1979; Crow and Simmons, 1983), there
are almost no data on the mutation load in
the literature. To these we have added estimates derived from some unconventional
systems (ciliated protozoans and in vitro
cultures ofvertebrate fibroblasts). While the
mutational mechanisms responsible for the
degradation in fitness may differ in these
three systems, it is worth noting that the
average estimated viability mutationa1loads
are of the same order of magnitude (0.015
for Drosophila, 0.01 for mammalian and
avian fibroblasts, and 0.005 for ciliates).
In deriving these estimates, we illustrated
several potential empirica1 approaches for
measuring the effective mutation load. For
asexual species, the simplest approach appears to be through the use of "single-seeddescent" experiments. A large number of
lines (preferably in excess of 100) derived
from a single mother are maintained in isolation by passing single random progeny
from each line on to the next generation.
Each death prior to maturity marks the extinction of a line. With K = R = 1, there is
no opportunity for selection within lines, so
viability mutations accumulate in a neutral
fashion. Letting W(t) be the fraction of extant lines at time t that survive to t + 1,
then In[W(t)] = In(Wo) + Lu In(l - s)]t ~
In(Wo) - JLSt. Thus, a least-squares regression of In[W(t)] on t yields an estimate of
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the effective mutation load. Ideally, the
points in this regression should be weighted
by the inverse of the samp1ing variance of
1n[W(t)], i.e., by L(t)W(t)/[l - W(t)] where
L(t) is the number ofsurviving lines at time
t. Care must be taken in attaching a standard
error to the regression coefficient; since the
data points are not independent, the usual
expression does not apply (Lynch, 1988).
Such experiments can also profit from the
evaluation ofpanillel controls, such as progeny drawn from a pool of stored seed or
from a large panmictic population. By treating the control observations as covariates,
it is possible to eliminate much ofthe noise
in the estimates of W(t) resulting from temporal changes in the environmental sources
of mortality (Lynch, 1988).
These same procedures can be followed
with self-compatible sexual species by enforcing self-fertilization within each line. The
main limitation in this case is the need to
start with pure lines so as not to infiate the
initial mortality of lines by the segregation
of deleterious recessive alleles that are heterozygous in the base population. Such lines
may be obtained by imposing several preliminary generations of self-fertilization. In
many plant species, it is now possible to
rapidly produce completely homozygous
lines (doubled haploids) by cytological manipulation.
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APPENDIX

To allow for the compensatory effects ofmutations,
we let the expected proportional reduction in fitness
with each new mutation be s. However, the realized
fitness of each new mutant varies around its expectation with fixed variance ui". A mutation is compensatory whenever W' > W, where W and W' are an

individual's fitness before and after mutation. As a
boundary condition, we impose W' :s 1, so that mutation never creates a genotype with fitness in excess
of the original optimum.
This type of distribution of mutational effects can
be implemented in the following way. We assume that
fitness is determined by an underlying variable z, such
that
W(z) = exp( - z)

(Al)

W(z') = (1 - s)W(z)

(A2)

= z' - z = -ln(1 - s)

(A3)

Since
it follows that
Llz

Thus, for a given selection coeffieient (s), the mutational effect on the underlying scale is independent of
the prior phenotypic value. The assumed multiplicative effects of deleterious mutations
n

W=

II (1

(A4)

- s,)

1=1

transform into additive effects on the underlying scale
W(z) = exp ( -

~ LlZ,)

(A5)

To ensure that the mutational process does not produce supervitaI individuals (W' > 1), we require that
~:l Llz, ~ O. This is accomplished by letting z' have
a conditional gamma distribution with parameters a
andp. We then have
E[W(z'lz)]

=

1= eXP(-x)[~XP-l
o

r(p)

exp(-ax)]dX

=C:S

1= eXP(-2X)[~
=C: 2r

E[W2(z'lz)] =

UW2

=

o

r(p)

(A6)
Xp-l

exp(-ax)]dx

E[W2(z'lz)] - P[W(z'lz)]

(A7)
(A8)

With our requirements that E[W(z' Iz)] = (1 - s) W(z)
and that ui" is fixed and independent of z, we have two
equations for the unknown parameters a and p. Since
no analytical solution exists for the exponential equations, the parameters have to be ca1culated numerically. A solution exists only if E[ W2(z' Iz)] < 1. This
places an upper limit on the coeffieient of variation of
mutational effects that can be studied with this model,

(A9)

